
* SSD (Solid State Drive): A memory device utilizing flash memories as its data recording medium.

The withdrawal/deposit machine 
"USCOS�ll-CV"�for�narrow�spaces,�
equipped with basic conventional 
functions in a single unit 42cm in 
width

“BankIT�Pro”�(left)�and�“CP21Z”��
greatly reduce power consumption 
while in standby.

Equipment	for	the	management	of	deposits	and	withdrawals,	change	and	other	forms	of	cash	have	
functions	for	the	management	of	notes	and	coins,	and	functions	relating	to	usability	for	the	human	operator.	
While	improving	these	functions	in	response	to	feedback	from	our	customers,	OKI	also	emphasizes	the	
environmental functions of low power and resource consumption as elements indispensable for safety and 
security.

Improved Environmental Performance Promoted in Cash Handling 
Equipment

In the back-office of stores where cash transactions proceed smoothly, people are responsible for the management of cash, 
including the preparation of change, inputting sales, and settlement work. These days, a single manager is often responsible for the 
sales and change management of several stores in small-scale enterprises, and the extent of such work and securing personnel to 
handle the cash have become an issue. Furthermore, conventional teller machines that streamline cash management required a 
large space, making installation in small stores a problem.

The key to contributing to both the resolution of this issue and reducing 
environmental impact is the reduction of size of teller machines. OKI has now newly 
developed�the�“USCOS�II-CV”,�a�withdrawal/deposit�machine�for�narrow�spaces�of�width�42cm 
—half that of conventional apparatus—which is also equipped with the basic functions of a 
conventional withdrawal/deposit machine. Operations such as deposits, withdrawals and 
preparation of change can be performed easily from an intuitive screen, dramatically reducing 
the work of administrators involved in cash management.

Furthermore, power consumption is reduced to approximately half in comparison to 
the conventional “USCOS II” due to the reduced size of the apparatus and other 
improvements.�Introducing�the�“USCOS�II-CV”�can�reduce�visits�by�store�administrators�and�in�
doing so contribute to the reduction of CO2 emitted by work vehicles.

OKI is also actively working to reduce the power consumption of ATMs while in standby 
mode.�“BankIT�Pro”�for�financial�institutions�and�the�“CP21Z”�for�convenience�stores�have�
greatly reduced power consumption while in standby in comparison to conventional 
models, such as by incorporating energy-saving technologies that can manage the 
power of peripheral units individually, while also ensuring there is no impact on customer 
operations by starting up instantaneously from standby. As a result, “BankIT Pro” 
achieves a maximum of 75% and the “CP21Z” a maximum of 60% reduction in 
power consumption.

In addition, our ATMs are equipped with the latest technologies for power consumption 
reduction, including power-saving CPUs, LED back-lighting for display areas, and SSD* 
memory devices.

Energy Savings from the Aspects of “Business and Equipment”

We have repeatedly innovated the stability necessary for machines 
that�handle�cash�itself.�Since�“USCOS�II-CV”�eliminates�the�need�to�
take cash to night depository safes, we expect it to lead to reduced 
workloads for administrators.
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